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aJ3STRACT 
.:,':,. 

It Hill be the purpose 'of this paper to e}""'Plore two areas 

related to the development of twins. 1 will be looking into 

both the important a~pects of raising twins to be individuals 

as \'I1ell as the importance of a unique closen~ess~,:t:hiati,:',tl\'.i:ps 

develop for each other in most cases and will bring into 

, question hmv both issues should be dealt Hith. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In the inning' of my paper I ,.;rould like to ll:.ention 

ne problem that I encountered in my research. This problem 

s illustrated in the follO\"ing staten,ent: 

"Although there are over four million twins in the 
United States there is precious little available in 
Hritten form to help a parent raise t1;<7ins. It should 
be obvious that the job of raising t'~vins is not ~:be 

af'! that of raising two siblings '\-1ho are not tvlins " 
(Dobson,1973,p.412)~ 

\ parent '''ho is faced with the fact of having t\vins does not 

ave a variety of sources at. thEil:t~dil?posal.l:iot enough research 

.as been done on the topic of raising twins. The use of tHins 

Dy researchers is~ however, ablmdant but along different lines 

from the concept of child-rearing practices. Stevenson explain~ 

this in his statement~ 

"Although interest in the research problems presented 
by t,.;rins is particularly great at present. yet this 
cir.cumstance is not due so rr:uch to an interest in twins 
per se, but rather because of their significance for 
the study of 'human heredity-. j, (Stevenson, 1970), 

V 

n other words, if a researcher was interested in studying 

l..he relationship betv.7een the environment and heredity on 

creativity, twins vJOuld be an ideal way to accomplish this 

objective. As for m~terial on the development of tHins and th ~ 

childrearing practices necessary for this, not much data 

is presently available.• 

I' should also point ou.t at this time that whenever I use 
, 

the·term "twins!! in this papEr that I am referring to ident

ical and not fraternal t'''ins~ There is a difference in the 
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elatii:mship, bet\v~Emidentical and non-identical twins as 
" 

Stevenson points out in the follo'c;ving statement: "The attach
. . ,:. " 

merit of ident.lcai ·,twins 1s generally extraordinarily close 

and permanent, pa~t'icularly in childhood. Fraternal(non-ident

ical) twins ort the ?ther hand, are'not more closely attached 

than other siblingsc"CStevensonJ1970~. In this paper I will 

be dealing vliththe close relationships between identical 

t\vins and the a,ffect of these relationsh'ips on (~i~ych~ 

ological development. 

Two particular themes seem to occur frequru1tly in the 

discussion of twins. First, th~re is a concern among parents 

that the t\..]ins will not have a sense of their own identity, 

that th~y may not realize their own individuality. Second, 

while the importance of raising tHins to be indiv'iduals is 

high, there also exists the 'a'\vareness that twins do share a 

unique COllmon bond. According to one parent, It It I S nicer 

for the children. They alw'ays have each other thr:ough the 

lYears. They stic1{ up for each other, ~ven against me~ There IS 

always someone to comfort them if I holler lt (Gehrnan,1965,p.205) 
, ' I 

The first point, of stressing the twins own individuality, 

will constantly be' reemphasized throughout this paper. The 

iSecond point is one that cannot be ignored in any discussion 

pf raising tvlins & That is, they have a unique circumstance 

that other children do not,: tv7ins have someone with the same 

physique, age and environment' to share their experiences and 

feelings while they are maturing. 
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In compiling this research there were several issues or 

ideas that kept recurring in relation to individuality in 

twin,s~ 'The 'first chapter' vlill deal with the specific areas', 

in the day t~ day living, that, t,V'ins do experience. This 

first 9hapter will concern itself with the practical aspects 
,,!' 

of being a twin, and the problems they encounter. '1 will 
- '.. . 

explain now ...V'hat these specific areas are. 

First; as a g,eneral ,overview 1 will show from an historica 

point of vie"V' that societies in general have always shown a 

speci'al interest in tvlins, This ,interest vlillbe shown to 

have both positive and negative ramifications. 1 will also 

present the vie"V's that exist in our own society today, includ~ 

ing the stereotypes that many hold in their views of twins. 

Second, as 1 pointed out earlier in this introduction, 

scientists have studied twins a great deal in regards to 

heredity. Although not much information is available on 

how a twins' genetic makeup'affects their individuality it 

is definitely possible that genetics ' have a dramatic affect. 

There is some research available on the effects of genes and 

1 ~vill present it, ,since the issue does bring up some interest 

ing questions which cannot be ignored in the study of twins. 

,Third, 1 ...vill delve into the effect that parents have 

on the child's development as a twin with his/her own dis-

t,inct personality. 1 hope to show the parent's significant 

, role in this personality development. 
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In,' the' fourth, . and. final, section of chapter one I'\vill 

deal with some of the more practical aspects on the raising 

of twins" I' 'tvillbring out that even though there seem to be 

ideas on hO~'J to raise any child, '\vhether they are twins or 
! ' 

singleton!",' tw:ins· do bring.along with them their own unique 

problems simJ.).ly by the fact that they are t\vins. 

The first.' chapter ,\-1ill be followed by a brief discussion 

to br~ng t,ogether the main. points, and to give an overall 

discussion of the 1.rnplications that, these specific areas 

mentioned above have on the psychological development of 

t'\vins. 

\-1hile the first chapter will bring up specific areas, 

the second chapter will deal more 't-1ith the theoretical aspects 

of raising'tv-lins. The first chapter is used to illustrate 

the proQlems of being a twin in the practical day to day 

experiences, vlhile the s.econd chapter 'tvill delve more into 

some research and overall views .on the raising of tv-1ins. It 

will also be followed by a discussion to bring together and 

clarify the main points. 

As I mentioned earlier,-the main:problem.area for the 

development of t'\vins is the juxtaposition of the individuali ty 

and of a unique common bond. As a hypothesis I feel that it 

is necessary for the proper psychological development of a 

~vin that his/her individuality be stressed in order that 

they may see themselves as distinct from any other person. 

http:simJ.).ly
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To do otherwise, to allm'l t't-7ins to d'\vell on their t~linness, 

'Ylill affect them as. they mature into adulthood and assume 

their own independent roles. 



CHAPTER ONE 

~istorical Perspective 

T'tvins throughout history appear to have alvlays been 

treated 't\7ith some type of special interest by various cultureE. 

As one researcher,Gaddi~ states; 

To be born a twin in many cultures, is usually fortunate,. 

The children feel a certain distinction from their f'el 

lO'Hs 'and often enjoy 'vith the birthrnate a close and life

long companionship. (Gaddis,1972,p.162). 

From the very beginning it becomes obvious to the twins that 

there is something different or unique about them. 


In another staterr:ent by Gaddis I the reception of twins 

/ 

varied with the culture of the indivi~rial primitive tribes. 

"tertain primitive Indians in southern California gave 

twins magnif i,cent clothing to set them apart, but other 

tribes in the region feared and hated them and' put them 

to death, (Gaddis,1972,p.163);" 

Even though twins have in the past been treated as different 

and unique,this does not imply that being'a twin has always 

been a fortunate circumstance. The same author clarifies this 

point by using a specific example of the Hohave tribe who 

felt that twins had magical powers and were the products 

of the supernatural.' In addition, a tribe in Southeast Africa 

believe,according to Gaddis, that twins hay.e the ability 
, , 

to control the 'tveather. 'fuenever the tribe is 'experiencing 

a drought the members will take water and pour it over the 

graves of twins. :,Gaddis ; 1972, p .165)., 
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Tv-lins in our ·>cULture today are obviously not treated vlith 

the same aHe and respect, but this does not mean that our cul

ture does not have its own customs about twins. Scheinfeld 

illustrates that our modern society still has its own super

stitions, which are largely negative. 

':;{eplacing thesE;:!~ we nOv1 have a host of modern beliefs 
which plague twi.ns I parents: That tv-lins, unless carefully 
conditioned other~vise, will tend to become emotionally 
maladjusted; develop a morbid closeness to and dependence 
on each other, forfeit their sense of individuality and 
be retarded in their mental and social development; also, 
that they may bE beset by.either open or subconscious 
mutual fl.ntagonism, resentment, jealousy rivalry and even 
hatred," (Scheinffld, 1967, p. 88-9 ).' 

Personal' exp'erienceillustrates the existence of the stereo

typing that is possible in the raising of tvlins. I accompanied 

ny sister-in..,law on, one' of her visits to the Doctor after it 

was known that she was bearing twins. While she was in the 

examining room there was a conversation involving a nurse, 

the receptionist and approximately five patients • The topic 

of discussion involved ideas on the problems of raising tHins. 

~ome of the ideas discussed were statements to the effect that 

itv7ins have a tendency to be SlOH learners and fall behind child 

':ren of their own age group, and that a mother of twins mus.:t;:;:, 

~onstantly be careful to avoid such things. This points out 

ithe fact that twins can be e)..'"Posed to local "customs'; which arE 

:lot necessarily borne out by facts. Their information Has of 

secondhand nature, that is "I heard'.D it or "I believe••• " 
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.Heredity Argument 

As I stated in the intreductien, any study .of the de

velepment .of tWil,1S must include delving inte the matter .of 

genetics. Identical ttvins de ceme tvi th identical genes. One 

researcher, Dr.n.B. Nev1IDan, a bielegist at the Universlty 
, ' 

.of Chicago, attempted te' study t'\·rins te see the relatienship 

.of genetics te their persona,lity develepmenttGaddis,1972,p.42
. ~ . ;' . 

Gaddis 'states that Dr.NeHman .obtained his. sample, threugh the 

use .of t'\ve ferms: of mass media. "Threugh radie and newspaper 

appeals' the rese~rchers .offered trips to Chicage's Century .of 

Pregres s 'f .oJ:." the ten, best pairs in exchange fer twe days .of 

their tim~tbaddis,1972,p.42-3). The pairs he was leeking fer 

\Vere twins tvhe 'had been ,sepearated at birth. In writing abeut 

.one pair .of twins who had been seperated at birth and feund 

each ether later in life Dr.' Newman 'tVretej 

; It appears there are tt-le levels .of behavier .or expressi n 
.of persenality. One level that !;leerns te be largely hered 
itary and is net medified J"llch by differences in ex
perience, and anether level that is net heredi~~ry and 
rather readily medified by the envirenment(Gadd~s,1972, 
p.42-3) 

The researcher, even with this case, cencluded'that the issue 

.of heredity was a cemplex .one with ne easy selutien,and that 

mere research in the area OWlS needed(Gaddis,1972,p.43) ... 

If the relatienship,.of heredity and envirenment ~al1!lO't .. be 

adequately determined then the questien 1s raised as te vlhy 

this area sheuld be included in this paper. The werk of Jrunes 

Shields, a BritiSh Psychiatrist at l"iaudsley Hespital' in Lende', 

http:relatienship,.of
http:needed(Gaddis,1972,p.43
http:develepmenttGaddis,1972,p.42
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'. .~' 

: " .. , " .,>. 

points out a,t lep,st one reason. In his research' Sheilds' 

,located 44 pairs",of' 'ident~caJ.: ,twins 'who had, been, seperated at 
. , . " : " 

bLtth: :A:s a,c¢n.t~~:)..",gr6uj;) 'h~'used 44 pairs 'of'ideriticals' \vp6 ' 

had 're,'~ained t'ogether,~as~vell as a j~r,oup' of 32:; t';vins ,of th~,; 
r."_._.. ' . " ".-,' 1'" '.' • 

samesexv.!ho -:'I7ere' not ident~'cals(Gaddi$, 1972,p.49). '; Gaddis::> 
. " - , -.'.. ... , ,. , 

" c.' ,~,~:, ~;' .. ',. '. -'; . 

concludes: fi:o~~ D!i::',~,Shieidsi, exper,iment'= " ' 
'. l' -t. ., . 'j ~'" ':. """ 

',."Aithnugh,he never states' flatly, that heredity, is more 
;"irr,iportant ;' tha,n:, 'enviroril:nent, he does say that the genes:. 

':"are ' a"blu~ptint: ~ , ,'lnpersonalLty,. , mannerisms ,'life a1;:';' 
ti,'tu,des, "aQd~ IQs, idf?n~lcal twins'who. had seldom 'or neye.'.. 
met 1,mti:t maturity amazed even their ma'te,s by' great sim;.. 
iLiariti,e"s(Gaddis, 19,72, P" 50). ' 

Although;~neith'er:+.ese'aX~her;makes, arilY definite claim: as ' to ,th 
. .", ..,'.; " ~ .. ,.,. - . ',' 

belieying -r;li.at, heredity is an important factor in 'the devel
, t' " ~" ' 

opmen't of t\'lins~ ';'f~ 'the ,area of rai~ing o/ins, the issue of, ' 
~.." .' 

the: effect of heredity 'i's , an;. i~,portant'one that IITUpt, be, 
. ,.''.' '. 

'r~se?-rcned furtJ::lE3r~ ,One r~ason for more research' is stated 
, " 

by Dr.,.'.'Helen ,L., 1<~ch,:Pro'fessqr Emeritus of the Uri~versitz:Y: of ' 
, 1_' 

,Chi cagQ;:' ,. :, . , , -' 

.' , 

, ,"lih~t "are' the ,ramific'~tions of 'copstant urging' 'or' pres'",: 
suring -Qf, tWins to De 'different, ,to be. themselves'" or. co 

, versely to ,be, aiike and. 'devoted •• '~: HaY,not an: identicaL', 
,:tW~'.r;l,'be ,bes~t e:lq)ressing his indi'vidual'i ty when he' is 
most· 1 il<.e his co-twih', ,since the two hav.e identic~l 
gene~(Gaddis~,1972,:p.13}) ',"' 

The cJ.tles,tion she,raises', is .a'logicaL oile. 'If here~ity is a, 

'., ' k.€i~f~~tor in th.;e determina:t:ion ofper~onalit;, then t,O force 
t"1i11.S 'to 'be dislike may be forcing: them into' areas' tbat they, 

are not ,naturally inclined to ~ 

http:gene~(Gaddis~,1972,:p.13
http:1972,p.49
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Parental Effect 

From the time of birth the infants experience their parent. 

as the first people they have any intimate contact with. 

Therefore, it fol10\<1s that the importance of the parents at 

titudes have an extremely important affect on the development 

of twins. 

One author takes a definitive stand on how to treat twins 

e especially seems to want to stress their individuality, as 

"ndicated by his following remarks, 

"Emphasis on~lndividuality is the most important aspect 
of tHin development. Experts in child rearing do not 
recon~end rhyming n~meSf identical clothes ruld toys, 
or shared classrooms.'Tvlins ~i7ill have different manner
isms, abilities, likes, dislikes, and friends, and parente 
need to encourCige this. It is important that each child 
develop positive feelings of uniqueness. Parents should 
react to each child as a seperate entity and ,avoid their 
twins as a set(Dobson,1973,p.455-6) • 

statement put!"1a premium on accentuating '~'~',; individualit) 

ith little thought to the close ties of twins. In future ref ;: 

in this section there will be questions raised as to 

this approach is entirely valid. 

J:v~oving onto another point, 1 would like to say something 

about the parent of any child, whether twin or not, Who faces 

the dilemna of being possessive or trying to 'live through" 

their children some of their Ovln dreams and hopes. Rogers 

addresses, this area with the statement: 

'-The mother is more likely than the father fo assume 
overprotective roles. She is charged ~vith the child's 
care, and his failings are adjudged to be her fault more 
than the father's. The latter is away at work all day 
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he can afford to remain more dtached and objective. In 
closer proximity to her child, the mother feels the i'm
pact of his problems more keenly•. Besides, the maturing 
of her children may have threatened her ego-satisfactions 
For years her. existence has revolved arowld the axis of 
her children. Sheer time gives Mom-in her domestic v1Ork
the axe; she is retired with no severance pay. Hence.to 
acl<nowledge that her children have ceased to need her is 
to concede that her major function in life no longer exis s. 
(Rogers,1972,p.276) 

I ~vould like to relate this statement to a point that '\vas made 

in the "historical ll section of this' chapter. If a mother 

accep1=s th~ "customs" of society and sees that the raising. of 

ovins is mucq lEore complex than the raising of s'ingl~tons, if 

she is concerned that they '\vill be slow learners, but in her 

estimation. has succeeqE?d and overcome the obstacles, then 


perhaps upon graduation from school t . colip~ed wtththe;sudden 

i 

departtire"of t\vo.:child:r:.en·a't· once -the: lack of meaning:.maybeco!-e. " .. 

even more intensified •.. She experiences the usual feeling of 


loss o{'etny par~t',' but if ·she looked upon the task of raising 


her twins as "extra" work that other parents did not experienc 


it may be more difficult to deal with. In addition, from a 


:;>ractical point,· 'she Ibs'es' two childre.n at once as opposed to 


Dne. Scheinfeld brings up a point which is directly related.to 


the above discussion. He states that there are parents who 


Jveremphasizes the' twinness of their children because they 


. Feel that they have gone to extra trouble and therefore do 

r-he natural thing of vranting to ShOH off their good' work. 
( ~ cheinfeld, 1 967, p.l 03) • . . 

In addition parents have another problem built into the 


'r-aising of twins. Any parent must be care,ful not to show any 


Favoritism tovlard their children but the problem takes on a' ne't< 


http:related.to
http:Hence.to
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dimension 'I:·rith twins. Scheinfeld shows how the concept of 

favoritism c~n be intensified with twins: 

'\Nhile the distinctions parents make between twins are 
seldom as marked as those they make between children born 
seperately, the effect of parent'al discrimination, however 
subtle, is likely to be felt more by twins because of 
their intimate relationship(Scheinfeld,1967,p.90)." 

To retL~n to a point made earlier, a twin has someone with 
-' , I' 

the same physique,age, andenvironment~ Therefore they are 

extremely clos,e; and the slightest distinction made by a' parent 

is very likely to be noticed. 

Practical Problems 

1.1;1 this section 1, 'Hill bring, out some concerns that a 

~arent may'have toward the raising of twins and illustrate 

how twins, again" bring \..ri th them their own unique problems. 

There ,i~,:no<evidence 'that there are any special: methods, 

of diSCIpline that should :be applied to twins. The problem 

of discipline is narrowed down,by Scheinfeld, to the strain 

that, is put on pa~ents: "It's unpleasant to hear a young child 

repeat dirty Hords. But, when, you hear them from tv-lOchildren 

~t the same time it's horrible-like a nasty chorus" (Schein';' 

feld,1967,p.93). This illustrates the point that problems 'I:..rith 

discipline is a matter o'f degree in the l':1inds of the parents. 

~vlins also have a unique \vay to get into mischief. Dr. Robert 

porrmers, a psychologist at the University of Alberta, Canada, 

refers to the pranks tvlins engage in when they change names 

and act accorciingl.y. He brings in the idea that in cases \vhere 

http:feld,1967,p.93
http:relationship(Scheinfeld,1967,p.90
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this IIswitching' occurs, \vho does, the ,parent punish. So:mmers 

points out'that this is not 'an unusual occurence(~addis,1972, 

1'.129)"" 

The next arecsI \'Jish totouch:on:;aret-those which the 

parent has little control over. Dr. Benjamin Spockma,kes 

the f611mving st?\:tement concerning the purchase of clothes 

and toys: 

"Some parents point out that since there is usually 
only one kind of pLaysuit, for instance,in a store that 
appeals to the parents in terms of design, ~varmth, and 
price it is difficult if not impossible to dress tv-lins 
differently" (Spock,1976,p.605-6); 

A parent vlho desires to stress individuali ty in his/her 

children may find this to be a real deterrent they must 

constan'tly be dressed alike. ,From this it appea;r:s, that even 

, if,parents have a strong philosophy of seeking individuality f r 

for, their children that there are practical considerations 

from the' st<;trt that they will have to accept,:' 

Turning to another point, that of school't'7ork and the 

placement of the t\¥'ins. The question in most parents' is' ,\.;rhethe 

their children should, be put into the' sru:rleor different class

rOOITls. 'Dr. Spock brings out one point' \\7hich discUsses the matt r 

of dependence in school: 'IILn an occasiQl1al case, one ,t'tvin be

comes so dependent on the other in schoolworl< that it is \.Jise 

to seperate them. But it seems foolish and cruel to have an 

arbitra:r:y rule ,about seperation when there is no need"(Spock, 

1976, p • 607) ;i 

.;; I 



Dr. Spock -sees v7here, depending on the situation, it may be 

detriEiental to have tHins in, the same classes, but at the 

same time sees no n~ed for any . sp~cific policy conceining 

placement. He is content to, leave it to the situation, and 

to determine the needs' in .individual cases. 

Dr. Koch elaborates on this point. In regards to putting 

twins in the same class she states that on §ome' occasions it 

can be beneficial: 

II I t stimulated both to achieve more, but::' at other tin.:es 
the s'uperiority of one child overpmvered the other I s self 
confidence. She (and other psychologists) stated that 
any ri~id ruling by the school administration is a great 
error. Each case is differ.ent and should be decided sep
arately after e~~eriITlent. Seperations could be trawnatic 
and compared it to devoted \vives vJho 108"" their hus bands. 
They may spend n;ost of the tilne starinll out the \\7indo\-7 
'alHays wondering where Hi.y brother is'''i,Gad,dis,1972,p.137). 

As Spock points-6ut,to be in-the same classrooms can be detri

rnental to tv7ins, vlhereas Koch states that tv1ins in the same 

class, can spur each other on to achieve rr:ore.But I - both agree 

that the p la:cemen1= should be ded,:ded by the _individual cas es. 

SUl·u'·IARY 

In this chapter seveJ;al different points have been brough 

out. in relationship,';to~ the,',tHin ,ashe ~xist~ in our society 

and some of the situations thatl~lust,be dealt v1i th which are 

unique to being a tvlin. 

First, throughout tLrie_ <;l.nd even today societies have 

set ,tHins apart as being 'uniqu~., Both positive and negative 

quali ties have been -ascribed to anyone ,'\vho is a tv-Tin. 
.. .~ " '. ~ , 

In the second section'the issue of heredity is brought up 
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i.lit of this section come three main points.' First, there is 

no conclusive explanation as to exactly. ''''I:at· effect heredity 
. . . 

has in the development of ·the personality. Second, even though 

not conclusive, there is some ~viden~e that heredity is import~ 

ant and"las one author stated, acts as a IIblueprint" for person"._ 
/ 

ality. Third,if genetics ,1~L a factor.l';then there are possible.
) . 

negative ramifications in forcing twins to be·dissimiliar 

since they may be ,pnshed into areas 'l!lhich are foreign to their 

nature. 

In the third section it vlas found that parents do exert 

a major role in the developm~nt of the child and that some pus], 

individuality Hhile others do not push individuality as far. 

It \V'as brought out that because of the close bon9, betw'een t\oJin', 

parents must be extra cau'ciolls in such areas as f'8voritism, 

and the' danger of magnifying minor differences betvveen tW'ins 

which rilay be minor and relatiyelyunimportant. 

The fourth section dealt with practical problems in ,_ 

day to day living.. This dealt with issues such as what kind 

of clothes to buy, placell'lents in school, and discipline. vIi th 

( lOthes· as one' example., sorcetimes the parent has to hold back 

some\.-7hat on their philosc:ipy of individuality. The placements 

in school should depend on the individual situation with no 

arbitrary rules. Finally, in discipline, there are no special 

rules for the handling of twins although the problems can be 

intensified by the fact of two children misbehaving· .>.at once 

The problern here occurs '4ith the attitude of the parent. 
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CHAP TER ' 'I'lriQ 

In this chapter I \-1ill will :explore 'the more theoretical 

aspects in the raising of twins'~,', '" I 

One practical issue first ~~: should' be clarified. 'In th 

first chapter I mentioned that some people feel that t~..rins" hav 

a tendency to become problem children, not only to their 

bilt also to themselves in regard to personal adjust-

Scheinfeld makes two points in relation t~ thisr 

"first, there actually is ,no evidence at this writing 
that twins are D.10re likely to be problem children than 
are singletons; and, second, most of the parents~judging 
by the hundreds 'ive've heard ~rom directly-believe their 
tHins are, and 'Hill be happier than, or aT: least as happy 

, as, the single children in ,their families" 

(Scheinfeld,1967,p.96-7) ,
., 

I ,, 
:aving tt,;rins does not have to. be seen cis an insurE10tlntable 

)robleEi but should bevie\ved as' a t.lniqu~, circuinstance that can 

e dealt \'Jith just as parents of singl~ children deal with 

.he individuality of their child as he mature~. ' 

Scheint-eld brings in the idea that, twins from the very 

their lives are placed in an unique circumstance 

singleton children are not: 

'At the very start of their lives t\vins~no matter of 
which type-do come up against a unique circumstance: each 
ent,ers a world in which a competing baby of exactly the 
saIne age is always present, al'vlays making equal demands, 
and always as a rule, being given equal treatment. Each 
twin sees and feels that he is not the only pebble on the 
beach, unlike the singleton baby who is a little tyrant 
in a world revolving around him"(Scheinfeld,1967,p.89). 

his aspect can be taken for granted but the possibility exists 

'hat this could have a tremendous impact since the twin is not 

ble to realize the distinction bet'tveen himself and other 

arents 

eginning of 

http:him"(Scheinfeld,1967,p.89
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children. The saIne author takes this theory and develops it 

further by sayin~: 

e' I t is normal for every' infant to start off intensely 
self-centered and that it interferes with his ego format· 
ion if he finds another ,infant competing for his mother' E. 

attentions. GOing further, the theory holds that before 
'a child can knolt] he is a distinct individual, or 'some
body: he must see and feel himself as seperate from any 
other person. Hith each step in attempting to imitate 
other persons different from himself, the child alSO 
develops his own pattern of behavior, and thus, more and 
more, his individuality(Scheinfeld,1967,p.99)

. . 
This statement points out that there is a definite problem 

vlith the concept of a twin feeling that he is seperate and 

distinct since in the early years both twins are treated as 

one unit. They are constantly together. They are probably 

e:'i..;rakeJ:1ed and.fed at the same ti.me. They also play together 

since the raother rnl:!st be a~le to keep watch over them. All 

this is most likely.done for practical reasons,that is,con

venience. In the early years there does not seem to be the 

oppurtunity for thern to be seperate and therefore to feel 

themselves as distinct from one another. This can inhibit, 

the t'~vins in their growth since the imitation of key figurE;!s 

can be replaced by the imitation of each other according to 

Schelnfeld((l9o{{PiIO.~):" , .' 

.Dr. Sorruners also shovTs the same concern with twins being 

able to distinguish themselves'from each 
, . other. He states: 

\ 

"'riore than half of the identicals he studied 'told him 
that at some tilL,e in their lives' they had experienced 
moments of uncertainty as to \vhich twin they were. Only 
half of his fraternaL'. twins said this. Six twins were 
u(nabl~ to tell their,Qvm voices' apart on a recorder. 
Gao..d~s , 1972,.P .129.). 

http:individuality(Scheinfeld,1967,p.99
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This last statement by Sommers lends some 'credibility to 

the theory of Scheinfeld that an .infant needs to feel it is 

a seperate entity and that twins may not experience this 

fully. 

SonUTlers . follO'tvs by explaining that in interviews with 

. twins they did e:h."'Press a deep love f or their tHin but addi tior ~ 

ally, at times there '<las some deep resentment:. (. Gaddis, 1972 t p. 

130-1). ',Jhile twins do have that unique common bond, perhaps 

'I;'li th the competition they experienced with each other from 

the very beginning there exists some very strong negative 

feelings tovlard each other • 

. The information presented so far/fYprtra}S, a rather neg

ative side to the issue of twins and their relationship to 
. . 

each other. There are however some very positive aspects that 

can occur from their uniquely close relationship. 

Dr. Helen Koch found that t\\'ins do not always find their 

situation to be one that is necessarily a handicap'. Often, 

in early school years t~.vins will emphasize their own t'tiTinness 

in order to gain extra attention(Gaddis,1972,p.137). 

Dr. Charlotte Taylor points'out that tHins, because of 

their closeness have to learn early to share, something im.

portant in later years. In her ''!;"ork she studied the success 

rate of t'!;.vins in marriage.. She studied fifty pairs of twins 

and came up Hith son:e significant results. The divorce rate 

for the twins WaS only twelve percent in California where the 

survey.was conducted. The average rate of divorce for the 
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state was fifty percent. She attributed the result to the 

fact that twins are used to' a close relationship and sharing 

from early 8>""Periences (Gaddis,1972,p.138-9),. 

Also, in referring back to the Historical Perspective 

section of chapter one, twins do not necessarily develop at 

" 

slower rates than,singleton. Scheinfeld states that it is very 

possible for the twins to compete, in a healthy way, and 

actually sp'eed up their development(Scheinfeld,1967,p.l06)", 

Dr. Koch,'tl7hile saying thatcornpetition in the same' classroom 

can be detrimental, :,,~" also states that it' can, achieve the 

purpose of encourag~ng them, to do productive work(Gaddis,1972" 

137) • 

Despite the previtms staten1ents concerning the possibilit i 

that tv-Tins can be retardedLn the development of their o\<1n 

sense of individuality it is s-t:ated that: 

IIEven among identicalstit is rare when some definite 
trend tm'lard individuali ty does not soon become apparent 
••• there aln-;.ost al~'7ays are some differences in appearance 
and Tt:annerisms 't,]hich ,enable par.ent aL"ld ilI'.lnediate family 
'members to distinguish quite easily bet'\veen identicals ' 
and make them aware of this <;listinction'(Scheinfeld,1967,p 107)

• 

From this it appears that despite the pressure to' conform to, 

being one that the t'tvins in the normal course of events Hill 

tend t~ develop their own chara'c):ertstics. 
) 

Finally,to return to a point I rr;ade earlier one definite 
, , 

'advantage to being an identi~al 'twin is, that throughout the' 

years there vlill al~vays' be, soneone theyi{n'ow intimately to 

share ,their thoughts and feelings \']ith" ': Gehman, 1965, p,. 205) • 



SUVNARY 

Chap:ter~'Two:rdealt vJith the theoretical aspects of being 

a t\\7in as well as some of the research that has beat;. done in 

the field of the psychological development of twins. 

One Of the r~ain points in this chapter dealt with 'the 

fact that twins from the day they are,' born, are never alone. ' 

The,:e is always someone else there competing and shari.ng with 

them. This other person has basically the same physique, a~ 

'i.vell as identical age and environment. As a result there is 

evidence which suggests that it is difficult for a twin to 

conceive of itself as being ai-seperate and distinct unit, 

which may have consequences in later life. 

In aqdition, even though it is brought out .that ideritical 

tHins are extremely' close 'chere is the possibiJ,ity that 

through the earty competi'ciori in their lives that so:ne deep 

resentment can exist bet'i.veen tHins. 

The point '\i-laS 'also made of the distinct advantages to 

being a twin. In school t\.<linness can serve as an attention 

getter vlhich is important ,particularly in adolescence. It 'va~ 

also brought uut that because of the close sharing in twins 

that this can lead tOfuccess later in interacting with others. 

,This vTas shown in the one study which shmiTed a significant 

percentage of· success in marriage. 

http:shari.ng
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COl'WLUSION 

Hy hypothesis stated that it is necessary for the proper 

psychological development of a twin that his/her individuality 

be stressed in order that they may see themselves as distinct 

from any other person. To do otherwise, to allow twins to dwel 

on their twinness', will affect them as they <nature into adult 

hood and attempt to assume their o,\·m independent roles. From 

the research of this paper I feel that this hypothesisis is 

justified. 

From the very beginning the individuali ty of t't·lins is 

threatened. They are never alone,al\vays sharing their life 

with another individual who is just like them. 

In the proc~s,s of maturing they are constantly being 

compared, even in differences that are minor but are enlarged 

due to their intimate relationship. This is related to the 

fact that society, even today, pays special attention to 

tvlins and sets them apart as something unique. 

Heredi ty also plays a:,part, even if only as a" blueprint'~ 

Even though the full story of the, effect of genetic makeup is 

not in, there is some evidence to sugg'est it is a factor in 

personality. 

I must make one clarification in regards to the stressin 

of individuality. It has beep shown that there are some very 

positive aspects tq the unique intimacy ,that twins do share. 

In the process of maturing twins are fortunate in that they 
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" . :>' 
!have someone so cb::>se' to them to, share: their f'eelings with. 

Through a healthy relation)3hip among ':twins they ar,e, able to 

learn at a young age hovl to' love ,and share with others in ,a 
" . 

plose way. There is no evidence to' point ',out that most twins, de 

~ot accomplish this or that they'are generally maladjusted. 

The [nain poiJ.1t is, that;through th~; ;factors I have lnentim t
" , 

fld above the unique" common bond is one that twins through birtl: 

md their maturing process develop naturally. The concept 

Jf individuality is one that can be constantly threatened 

hrough the very same factors mentioned above. 

Therefore, in order for tHins to develop into niature, 

~ealthy adults, their concept of themselves as separate and 

istinct individuals must be stressed., 
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